
Ohm’s Law ~ 1870
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Come si misura la legge di Ohm?
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Room-Temperature Electrical Conductivities for Nine Common 

Metals and Alloys, Electrical Conductivity (Ὠ.m)-1

Metal
Silver                         6.8 x 107

Copper                     6.0 x  107

Gold                          4.3 x 107

Aluminum 3.8 x 107                               

Brass (70Cu–30Zn) 1.6 x 107

Iron 1.0 x 107

Platinum                   0.9 x 107

Plain carbon steel 0.6  x 107

Stainless steel 0.2 x 107

Electrical conductivity

sigma= n x e2x tau /m*
m* = massa efficace



OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF 

Matter and Materials

Spectroscopy: any experimental method in which the matter (the solid) will 

exchange energy with the outside environment, most of the time by an interaction

with particles or radiation (in particular light)

Material: Any solid fabricated and shaped by man for its use and its 

development

Material : Solid  +  Properties  + Behavior laws

Optical and vibrational Spectroscopies : the radiation is on the visible or infrared 

range

Electromagnetic waves in the appropriate range of energy



(U-V visible/IR)



A monochromatic electromagnetic wave can be modelled by a vibrating electrostatic 

dipole. The variations of the electric and magnetic fields are monitored by the 

Maxwell equations , then  the wave can be represented par only one of these fields, in 

general the electric field. We can then write the general equation of a monochromatic 

plane wave: 

In which ω is the pulsation and its value 2pc/l
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Electromagnetic waves (EM waves):

E = h n Energy with h = 6,626 J.s and n (frequency) expressed in 

Hz ou s-1 h = Planck constant

l= c / n Wavelength with c = 2,998 . 108 m/s (light velocity in vacuum)

l expressed either in Å, en nm ou en mm

= 1/ l = n/c          Wavenumber, inverse of a length expressed in cm-1, in 

particular in IR spectroscopy, also in Raman scattering

=  2pn pulsation associated to the EM wave (rad/s)

E  Energy expressed in Joules in the SI, but often in eV

Correspondances:

1 eV corresponds to: 1,602 10-19 J

2,418 1014 Hz

8065 cm-1

11600 K





Correspondence between wavelengths, frequencies and energies for photons

In the electromagnetic spectrum



The response of a medium to a light beam will strongly depend upon the nature

and the structure of the material. We will for exemple make a distinction between:

- A molecule/ a compact material

-The electronic nature of the material, i.e. insulating, semiconducting, conducting

- The amorphous or cristalline state of the material



big molecule

Atom Molecule

Solid

CB

VB

Band gap

Energy diagram for different systems

(Non conducting)



Optical constants
- Index of refraction : n

- known from the Snell - Descartes laws

- n1 sin q1= n2 sin q2                n = sin q1/ sin q2

- n = c/v

- c: velocity of light in vacuum, v in medium

- Damping constant : k



k : damping constant

In general, n is a complex entity

e2 represents the absorption

For insulators, k=0 and e1 = n2







Lorentz model for insulators

= -Equation of motion



Drude model for conductors (1900)



Maxwell equations

In the MKSA system: 

In the CGS system: 

Maxwell equations describe how electric and magnetic fileds are generated

and altered by each other and by charges and currents

= 0 if no charges

Reminder:

J =  E,    conductivity

D = e E, dielectric constant

J electrical current

D electrical displacement



= - Since 

)

since and

Mathematical identity



with
Dielectric function

For a propagation in the x direction

Relationship for the dispersion

of the wave



K

Different models are then established, 

depending on the type of materials

The value of e is of primary importance



Let take first a metal: considered as a gas of electrons. 

Let look at the response of the dielectric function at long wavelengths, i.e. for K=0

Equation of motion of a free electron in an electric field

Polarization: dipole moment per 

unit volume, n is the electron 

concentration 

We define the plasma* frequency as:

* A plasma is a medium with an equal concentration of positive and negative charges











Considering only the time dependance







LORENTZ MODEL FOR INSULATORS AND SEMICONDUCTORS

Contribution to the electronic polarisibility to 

the dielectric constant 

nucleus

+Ze

-e





Implications for the optical properties of solids





Real and imaginary part of the complex dielectric constant calculated for a Zinc 

blende structure

Reflectivity coefficients  calculated from different values of the damping factor g



Two arrows indicate LO and TO, phonon frequencies





Polaritons









Real and imaginary part of the complex dielectric constant calculated for a Zinc 

blende structure

Reflectivity coefficients  calculated from different values of the damping factor g









REAL MateriALS





1 Intraband transition

2 Direct interband transition

The sharp decrease in reflectance at ~ 3.9 eV is 

Interpreted as an identification of the plasma frequency



Kramers-Kronig relations associate real and imaginary refraction indexes of 

a material. These are called optical constant, even  if they strongly depend 

upon the wavelength an daccording to the characteristics of the medium. 

The real part of the index (generally called index of refraction) ids what we 

find in the Snell-Descartes laws, the imaginary part (absorption coefficient) 

describing the absorption during the propagation in the medium. The 

simultaneous measurements of both quantities is a difficult task, the 

Kramers-Kronig relations allow to calculate one by knowing the other, 

therefore being of primary importance in spectroscopy.



The effect of the d states is to give a positive 

contribution to e1and also a rise to e2.







Cu [Ar] 3d104s1

Ag [Kr] 4d105s1

Au [Xe] 4f145d106s1







R + T + A = 1





DIELECTRIC MATERIALS













FERROECTRIC MATERIALS
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